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Trump must go. Donald J. Trump by firing missiles into a Syria air base without, I repeat 
without, a full investigation on exactly how a chemical attack on the Syrian rebels 
happened, tells me he must go. Trump signaled that he is either ignorant of his own 
promise to his followers to get us out of the Middle East, he is being seduced by the 
very swamp dwellers that he is supposed to be draining, or he is just plain stupid. It 
appears that Trump immediately took the bait from the very people we are trying to rid 
from our government, and believed that the Assad government purposely chemically 
poisoned its own people. The Russians and the Syrians issued a counter plausible 
claim that a Syria airstrike hit a rebel weapons depot in which illegal chemical weapons 
were being stored and the destruction of this warehouse caused these chemical 
weapons to leak their chemical agents. This explanation, to me, makes some sense 
because why in the world would Assad use chemical weapons on his own people when 
he was actually winning his survival war? So why not wait for an investigation before we 
accuse Assad of crossing a Trump red line, that he implied but never drew? The only 
purpose for not waiting is to keep us engaged in the Middle East and that engagement 
does not serve the American First People, it serves other States in the Middle East. I 
voted, like many others, for Trump because he said that America’s best interest comes 
first. OK when we needed Middle East oil it made sense. All us old people remember 
the OPEC oil embargo of the early 1970s and the rationing of gasoline causing long 
waiting lines at gas stations to get our small quota. We are now energy independent 
and we do not need to import oil. Thus the Middle East is not our problem anymore. It 
may be one or more of our babies problems but it is not ours and certainly not a reason 
to kill the mother in order to save her babies. Maybe it is about time our babies grow up 
and get out of our house. By us keeping our nose in other nations business eventually 
will put us directly on a path to war, and in the case of Syria, a war with Russia. Does 
anyone that loves America want a war with Russia? Trump stated many times that it 
isn’t about him, it is about the movement. Well this member of that movement is angry. I 
can put up with his off the message, stupid, immature, twitching twitter fingers, but what 
he has done by firing those missiles is a not a 2 AM twitter response, it is a grownup’s 
door to war.      


